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From the Director: Denise Klein
We’ve been going through quite a significant period of change
lately: giving up our Program Coordinator position (which, sadly,
meant losing Amy) and, at the end of May, we’ll be pulling the
plug on the Bullitt Center (not enough value, poor cell phone
reception, lousy parking, hard to reserve even small conference
space). Not to mention our major and exciting movement toward
becoming a more member-driven and sustainable organization.
I’ve been reflecting on what all of this means. Did we not know
what we were doing? Well, “yes” and “no”. All the villages I’ve
heard about go through a period of analysis and end up
discarding the approaches that didn’t work for them based on experience. And
that’s what we’ve been doing. Discarding the old and trying out new ways of doing
business.
I recently met with the NEST Village board and Interim Executive Director and,
after 5 years, they are still doing the same thing. One of their strategic initiatives:
Being more member-driven! I was greatly encouraged. Villages are a grand
experiment and one that I’m very happy to be part of. I hope you are, too.
Many of our 73 members are up for renewal of their membership in June. The best
way to tell if the village is meeting their needs is if we have a high renewal rate.
Last year we lost a dozen or so members—many to moves out of the area, but
several because the village just didn’t meet their needs or wasn’t what they
expected. That, too, is part of the adjustment or settling in process: figuring out
who will flourish in a village. When we can answer that question, we will have
taken a big step toward identifying our target market!
And what do our members value the most about Wider Horizons? From our
member survey in January, here are some of the key benefits:
Meeting new people
Feeling part of a community
Having an opportunity to help others
Bonding with new friends
Receiving services that are useful

94%
76%
67%
52%
36%

I really do love to get together with our members—one-on-one and in groups like
the Garden Club and my Pod. If you’d like to chat about how we can do the best
possible job of meeting your needs and expectations, just call me. I may be able to
steer you to opportunities you didn’t even know about!
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Membership Meetings Coming Up!
Wednesday, May 17, 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Seattle First Baptist Church
Friday, May 19, 11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Douglass Truth Library

Previewing “Affinity Groups”
Ellen Berg
If nothing else, the Task Force
on WH’s Future has a flair for
developing a lexicon! First it
was transmogrification to evoke
the not-quite-specifiable way
we imagine our Village
evolving. Now it is affinity
groups to designate all the entities we see
(or imagine we will someday see) within
the Village.
“Affinity groups” refers to groupings of
people who are drawn together for a task
or an activity because of an affinity they
feel for participating in just such a task or
activity. We already have some affinity
groups within Wider Horizons; some are
task-oriented and some are activityoriented. You can learn more about them,
and propose new ones, at our next
membership meetings (see box above).

Denise Klein, Executive Director
206 650-3568
denise@widerhorizons village.org
Michael Kischner, Newsletter Editor pro tem
206 329-7730
Amy Youngblood provided invaluable
help with this issue.

Denise Klein and Sue Lerner.
Sue will be facilitating both
membership meetings.

Here’s a preview.
Two task-oriented affinity groups have
recently formed in order to work on
village sustainability. They are the
Membership Growth Strategy Affinity
Group, comprised of people wanting to
lend their talents and skills to figuring out
how to grow our membership; and the
Major Donor Affinity Group, comprised of
people with expertise in fundraising.
Charles Heaney (621-3685) and Ann
Lawrence (722-1965) are task force
members who are offering support to
these Affinity Groups, and they can
answer questions at the meetings or
whenever you call.
We already have an array of activityoriented affinity groups, which provide for
our Village social life: Book Group, Men’s
Coffee Group, Warm for Winter (a
knitting/crocheting group), Magazine
Group, and Garden Club, all
complemented by one-off or occasional
parties and picnics, outings and
performances. Communications, when
member-driven, also fall into the affinity
group category; indeed, this Newsletter,
which is being edited by Michael
Kischner, editor pro tem, is an example
of what we hope to do. Ellen Berg (3243133) and Liz Ohlson (849-6536) are
task force members who are offering
support to these Affinity Groups, and they
can answer questions at the meetings or
whenever you call.
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A Fond Farewell to Amy
Kathleen O’Connor

With smiles, hugs and tears, and a good
dose of laugher, 35 Wider Horizon
members including founding members
and board members came to pay tribute
and say a sad goodbye to Amy
Youngblood, Wider Horizon’s Member and
Program Coordinator since the get go.
Denise pointed out Amy loved Wider
Horizons as much as we loved her. She
made our dream possible in so many ways.
She even volunteered months before being
hired. Denise lamented the big hole Amy
will leave. She especially praised Amy’s
recent hard work to revitalize the website.

Members reflected their depth of affection
for Amy. Tributes were not just thanks,
they were from the heart. Sharon SobersOutlaw said that above all else that Amy
was full of heart, angelic and always
gracious, no matter if the task were great
or small. There were references to Susan
Adler’s story about escaping to Alaska for
two weeks and Amy considering the same.
An especially moving tribute was from
Mary McGough who gave Amy a
magnificent orchid. Faced with caring for
an orchid for the
first time, Amy
was told to simply
add an ice cube
every weekend.
Gifts included a
gift certificate to
Heartwood Restaurant, theater tickets,
among others. Laughter erupted from a
package of pick-up sticks from Debby
Cooke and a bottle of wine from Sandra
Wheeler and the Warm for Winter group
called Inspired, in thanks for the 18
scarves Amy contributed while knowing
only one stitch.
The evening was festive in the warmth of
Eleanor and Scott Dills’ home and with
member hors d’oeuvres. We all felt the
loss of Amy, but also the joy of knowing
her. She will leave a big hole.

Member stories abounded by members
who had been touched by her in whether
planning picnics and other programs to
answering phones, or help in figuring out
cell phones or arranging Uber or Lyft rides.
She was often the person who gave the
rides. She was universally acclaimed
making the hard work joyous for everyone.
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Defining Inspiration:
Estelle Schechter Honored
Denise Klein
Wider Horizons Village member Estelle
Schecter was honored on April 21 at the
Sound Generations “Inspire Positive Aging
Awards Luncheon” in the category they
called “Defining
Inspiration.”

Chicago to Seattle at the age of 26, it was
“exciting to go somewhere else” and see
the “dynamism of the city.” She has seen
Seattle grow and remembers a time when
it was hard to find a place open for dinner
on a weekend.

Liz has five grandchildren, all of whom live
in Seattle. Currently, she leads public tours
at the Frye Art Museum. She enjoys
learning about the different exhibits,
Estelle’s nominator stated, conducting tours with children, and
“Estelle has a spirit as
receiving appreciation from
youthful and joy-filled as a the staff.
young person; a deep love
for others and service, and Through Wider Horizons, Liz
her presence can brighten has met interesting people
any room.”
who see the appeal of
music, books, and art. Liz
As a social worker, Estelle served many
has attended events, and
people in need including neglected children become a member of the
and those living in poverty. Even now, in
Book Club and the Task Force considering
her 90’s, Estelle reads to a kindergarten
Wider Horizons’ future. Of the books read
class every week. Her spirit is not limited
in the Book Club, Liz’s favorite is“Between
by the boundaries of age and she uses
the World and Me” by Ta-Nehisi Coates, a
every opportunity to reflect on her
letter from a father to his 15-year-old son
blessings.
about growing up as an African American.
She says, “It presents a perspective to
those of us who are white about the fear
Member Profile
he carried with him and about events
Liz Ohlson
many may have not even thought of. It’s
still hard to bridge the racial gap and this
Michaela Ware
book is a compelling way to look at
someone else’s perspective.”
Liz was volunteering as a forest steward
for the woods behind a school when she
Liz enjoys the holiday parties, which are “a
heard about Wider Horizons and decided to
good way to get to know people in a
become a member. She viewed the
smaller setting.” She has helped other
network as a safety net with opportunities
members with transportation to medical
to make connections. She joined a little
appointments. In Liz’s eyes, the
over a year ago.
opportunity Wider Horizons provides to
socialize with like-minded people can be
Liz taught middle school for four years in
life-saving. The most prevalent problem
Chicago before becoming an assistant
ailing seniors is isolation and resulting
principal in Snoqualmie. She was also a
depression. Through the combination of
state consultant for low-performing
social opportunities, events, exercise, and
schools, traveling to eastern Washington
help, Liz believes Wider Horizons is making
three days a week. When she moved from
strides to address these problems.
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The Wider Horizons
Book Group
Sandra Wheeler, who
keeps the email list for the
book group, writes: "The
Book Group meets the
second Tuesday of the
month from 10:30 to
noon. With the closing of
Wider Horizons' office, the
location of future meetings
is to be determined.
There are 11 members on the mailing list
but attendance fluctuates with interest in
the book. We try to plan out our book
selections about two months
ahead. Meetings are usually suspended
for June and July, and the next scheduled
meeting is August 8. The book I am
proposing for the August 8 meeting is
C.B. Kline's A Piece of the World. Oh, how
I savored every word. I postponed
finishing the novel as I hated to lose the
characters." Questions about the book
group may be directed to Sandra
Wheeler, 301.247.1728,
sandracwheeler@gmail.com.

Old Men Drinking Coffee
Thanks to the
efforts of
Charles
Heaney to
accommodate
busy
schedules,
Wider
Horizons has
John, Scott, Charles W.
not one but
two OMDC groups. One meets at Cafe
Solstice on the second Wednesday of
every month ; another meets at the
Central Area Senior Services Center on
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the third Thursday. They meet "to
discuss the state of the world and the
state of their own lives," according to
Scott Dills, of the Thursday group. The
meetings are meticulously unplanned; a
quorum is whoever shows up, the agenda
is whatever comes up.
Scott Dills reports on the Thursday
group's April 20 meeting: "Today only
three of the usual six made the meeting:
John Barber, Scott Dills, and Charles
Wheeler. John brought the coffee,
medium roast, cold brewed. That of
course involved
some conversation about
coffees, roasts,
and brewing
methods. Spring
gardening got a
mention. A
Michael and Charles H.
magazine article
on archaeology and the Parthenon had
caught Charles's eye and much of their
time was spent swapping stories about
past travels in Greece and elsewhere,
plus upcoming travels to Europe. Finally,
a subject which needs more conversation
as we age, balance exercises! Next
meeting, Thursday, May 18th."
Michael Kischner reports on the
Wednesday group's April 11 meeting:
"For this meeting, only Charles Heaney
and Michael Kischner showed up. The
principal topics were health care policy
and safety innovations on newer car
models. On cars, at least, impressive
progress is being made; nobody has
tweeted that they are 'so complicated.'
The innovations, such as side cameras,
could save necks that don't swivel as well
as they once did to check for blind spots.
Perhaps Charles will write a brief article
for the next newsletter."
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Crafting with Care: The Warm
for Winter Project
Have you ever sat in a boring meeting
envying the knitter who whipped out
needles and yarn to improve the hour? In
addition to saving their sanity, such
people may be saving a bit of the world.
Since 2015, Wider Horizon crafters in yarn
and fleece, from beginners to the highly
skilled, have created warm handmade
hats and scarves for individuals in our
community who are homeless or otherwise
in need. In 2016 alone, members crafted
24 items, which were gifted to children of
incarcerated parents. Their crafting and
their caring goes on, and they welcome
newcomers of all skill levels, offering not
only assistance, support, and
camaraderie, but even free wool!
Meetings of the Warm for Winter Project
are on the first Monday of
each month, 10:00-12:00,
at the Montlake home of
Donna Sunkel (pictured
at left). Joan Bergman
stresses that attending
the meetings “is not
necessary. “ They are
wholly voluntary and not a
bit boring!
Questions? Contact Joan Bergman (360204-6780, jmbergman@comcast.net) or
Donna Sunkel (206-860-9557,
donnasunkel@gmail.com).

The Magazine Group:
Food, Drink, Friendship
plus Thinking and Discovery!
The Magazine Group has met six times
since last September, all at the welcoming
home of Scott and Eleanor Dills (919
21st Ave. East). The next meeting will be
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May 16, from 6:00 to about 8:30 pm.
Scott Dills writes:
Generally we meet every 4 to 6 weeks.
We have a pot-luck
supper, visit, and talk
about all manner of
things, often guided by an
article someone wants to
share with others. People
also bring magazines to
share or
exchange. Usually there are current and
back copies of a number of popular
magazines including Harper’s, The New
Yorker, The Atlantic, National Geographic,
People, Bloomberg Business Week, Vanity
Fair, Aramco, Pacific Standard, several
cooking magazines, and publications on
ecology and conservation.
While we don't have assignments or
required reading, we usually have
conversations of substance on three or
four topics that may arise from the
interest of those in the room. From the
titles, you can see the bias is politically
liberal. All in all, the meetings are nice
opportunities to share food, drink, and
friendship, as well as stimulate a bit of
thinking and discovery.
At the April 11 meeting, ten members
were present: Joan Bergman, Bruce
Davis, Joe Garcia, Denise Klein,
Maggie Pheasant, Kathleen O'Connor,
Dave Darragh, Janet Tufts, and
Eleanor and Scott Dills. Ellen Berg,
Debby Cooke, and Ann Lawrence
generally come; David Soper, Ann
Focke, Amy Youngblood, Mike West,
and Bev and Bob Corwin have also come
at least once.
Our house seems to be the established
venue, and we store the stock of
magazines left to share. We encourage
any WH member to join us!
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Feeding the Soul in Springtime:
Wider Horizons At Dunn Gardens
Eleanor Dills
On Friday, April 21st, on a perfect spring
day, eleven Wider Horizons garden lovers
visited the private Dunn Gardens in the
northwest corner of Seattle. The gardens
date to 1915-16 and were designed by the
Olmsted Brothers firm.
The tour began
with tea and an
introduction to
the Dunn family
history (think
Pier 14 built by
Ainsworth and
Dunn, now Pier
Nancy Robb, Eleanor Dills, Joan Bergman 70) and to
the layout of
the gardens. Then we wandered with our
docent, hearing about the magnificent
trees and countless plants, all quite
resplendent in their new spring leaves,
and many near the peak of their flowering.
With our own collective years of garden
experience, including master gardener
Donna Sunkel’s, we had much to share
with one another. The murmur of easy
conversation seemed to echo the
naturalness of our surroundings.
After luxuriating in the woodland walks,
the pond and the ravine, the broad lawns,
the canopy overhead and the textured
plantings at
our feet, I
think we all
appreciated
the
peacefulness
of this
Seattle
treasure.

Later, Joan Bergman said, “I came
home feeling that my soul had been fed.
For me there’s nothing like being in the
outdoors ... and what a gorgeous outdoors
it was.”

To Do: Tips from Members
Been on a great cruise? Got a good place
for lunch in Ellensburg? A quiet place for
dinner on Capitol Hill? A garden not to be
missed? Read a book you couldn’t put
down? We’d like to make this a regular
column in the WH Newsletter. Please send
brief tips under 100 words to Michael
Kischner at mbkischner@comcast.net.
From Ann Lawrence:
I recently was
part of an Overseas Adventure Tour to
New Zealand, which combined the
wonderful ingredients of traveling with a
small group, having good places to stay
and to dine planned ahead, and
opportunities to meet local people, visit
out-of-the-way spots, and rub elbows with
lots of friendly Kiwis.
From Kathleen O'Connor: I highly
recommend Dream Land: The True Tale of
America's Opiate Epidemic, by Sam
Quinones. It is a fascinating series of
stories about the opiate epidemic. From
the origins of morphine on, it tells tales of
dealers, scientists, pharma sales folks,
Mexicans, doctors, patients, cops and
others. All the tales use personal stories
as written by an accomplished journalist
and story teller. And some of the folks
and action are based in Portland and
Seattle. I actually know one of the
characters (none of the dealers!). I could
not put it down!
From Bob and Julie Anderson: The
Arboretum in bloom! If you haven't been
to the Arboretum this spring, it's a great
time to check out the blooming azaleas
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and rhodies And you can check out the
major improvements to walkways that will
be completed in the next few months
making things so much more accessible!
Here's a picture from a walk on Azalea
Way taken by Julie on Sunday May 6.

Postponement may not be an option.
I have been part of several neighborhood
conversations about old residents on my
block. The theme is often that Something
Must Be Done. The adult children must be
summoned. The house must be given up.
Home care agencies must be contacted.
Note the passive voice; the old persons
disappear as active choosers.
In the case of one couple in their nineties,
the consensus was that the adult children,
who lived in Chicago, were taking
altogether too long to prevail on their
parents to do what had to be done. In the
meantime, we neighbors went over with
our keys to help find lost phones or find
out why the home care aide was not
there. We made runs for prescription
medications.

When Something Must Be Done
Michael Kischner
English speakers normally add the suffix
er to an adjective to denote more of a
quality – cold-colder, bold-bolder.
So it’s curious that we call people
“older” before we call them “old.”
I don’t mind hearing myself
described as an “older
gentleman.” “Old” is less
welcome. The suffix saves it for
me.
When does older become old? Older
persons see momentous choices on the
horizon and may postpone them for a
time. Should I sell the house? Keep it
and join a Village? Put my name down at
a retirement place? Old persons, on the
other hand, often have choices thrust
upon them by circumstances or by others.

Today the couple is in assisted living in
Chicago. Getting them there took about a
year. Enormous decisions had to be made
and deep emotions dealt with. A lifetime’s
accumulation of treasured books, art, and
other possessions had to be disposed of,
along with files from two distinguished
academic careers. Two strongly
independent people had to say good-bye
forever to a house they loved and a
neighborhood in which they were liked and
admired.
Perhaps these choices should have been
confronted years ago, but who can say
why they weren’t, or what trade-offs
would have been involved? It turns out
that when something must be done about
the old, it usually is, eventually. But this
can involve a difficult and painful process.
People going through it should be cut
some slack -- the same slack I hope
others will cut me and my family when,
many years hence, along with who knows
what else, I lose my suffix.

